Day 1st

Tehran

Arrive early in morning, meeting the guide then Transfer to the hotel. After a break you will visit
The Niyavaran complex which dated back to Qajar dynasty. After that you will visit national
jewelry museum which contains the biggest uncut diamond (sea of light), Turning back to the
hotel and (O/N)

Day 2nd

Tehran

City tour of Tehran, Sightseeing include: Golestan complex and the old city of Tehran and the
Great bazaar where you can find the products with the lowest price having lunch there in
numerous traditional restaurants that all them render high quality services after that visiting Iran
Archaeological museum and also the famous Iranian Carpet museum, at night visiting Tabiaat
bridge one of the most famous architecture of Iran which connects to popular parks then return to
hotel and over night there.

Day 3rd

Tehran to Isfahan

In the morning drive to Isfahan city. En route visiting the beautiful Kashan city and its
Boroujerdiha house that was built as a gift to a girl from Tabatabayiha family in order to marry
Seyed Mehdi bourojerdi .After that visiting Fin Garden which dates back to Safavid era and having
lunch in this ancient city, Then continue driving Abiyaneh village which is one of the oldest rural
districts situated close to Kashan city and spend an enjoyable time. After all arrive to Isfahan
transferring to the hotel and over night there.
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Day 4th

Isfahan

Full city tour of Isfahan the city that is known as Iran masterpiece include: Naghshe jahan square
which was allocated to a polo garden and include (Ali Qapu, Imam and Sheikh Lotf Allah mosque,
and Chehel soton museum) plus Gheysariyeh Bazaar in which you can find Isfahan fantastic
handicrafts. Having lunch and after that you will visit the famous bridges of Isfahan (Sio-sepol,Khaju).Turn back to the hotel. (O/N)

Day 5th

Isfahan to Shiraz

In the morning drive to Shiraz .En route you will visit Persepolis and Nagshe Rostam which is the
ruins of Persepolis former greatness. Then continue driving to Shiraz having lunch somewhere en
route and visiting the touristic resorts such as: Qoran Gate and Atiq Mosque then have some free
hours and over night at hotel.

Day 6th

Shiraz

A full city tour of Shiraz which includes: visiting Pasargadae (Cyrus the great tomb) after that
having lunch then visiting the famous Nasir-ol Molk Mosque, the tomb of celebrated poet Hafez
and Eram Garden, over night at hotel.
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Day 7th

Shiraz

Today is allocated to the second full city tour of Shiraz which is consisting of visiting Vakil
complex (mosque, Bazaar, Bathhouse) then visiting Tomb of Saadi Iranian well known poet having
lunch and after that sightseeing of Karimkhan citadel which dates back to Zandiyeh dynasty. After
all is the time to back to the hotel and over night there.

Day 8th

Departure

After Checking out the room transfer to the airport by your guide and flight back home. The flight
can be either from Shiraz or Tehran in case of the availability of flight to your purposed country.
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